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Eliminate the need for a handwritten signature, sign anywhere, any time,
save time and improve your customer experience
A rapidly growing distributed workforce is decreasing inperson interactions and enterprises are moving to online
processes. For banking, real estate and insurance, and
businesses where signature workflows remain common,
the answer to maintaining business and operational
continuity is digital document signing. Digital signatures
build trust, decrease costs and human errors, improve
auditing capabilities and provide a better user experience.
With the Global PKI leader, DigiCert, organizations get solutions
that meet the highest EU legal standards along with dedicated
local resources and expertise. It’s the best of both worlds. And
no matter where your users or end-customers are located, they
can sign anywhere from any device.

Global signing solutions available
DigiCert + QuoVadis is an accredited Qualified Trust
Service Provider (QTSP), which means we are certified
to provide the highest level of digital signature—
Qualified. A Qualified digital signature meets eIDAS
regulation (No.910/2014), and it’s recognized around
the globe as equal to a handwritten signature. In
fact, the level of trust is so high, Qualified is quickly
becoming the benchmark for document identity,
authenticity and integrity regulations and legislation
throughout the world.

Additional benefits
Identity for your documents: In a world of phishing and
fakes, it’s more important than ever to show a recipient
that a document comes from a natural person (eSig)
or organization (eSeal), it is authentic, and it hasn’t
been altered.
Solutions for organizations and individuals: No matter
your team size or location, we offer a suite of digital
signing products that fit DigiCert.
Lower upfront costs: No need to invest in specialized
hardware of software. DigiCert + QuoVadis gives you an
all-in-one remote solution to deploy signatures quickly
and at scale.
Customized workflows: With multiple technology options,
you can build comprehensive workflows for DigiCert.
Simplified key management: No user involvement needed.
DigiCert + QuoVadis protects keys in a Qualified Signature
Creation Device, hosted in a trustworthy environment.
Zero footprint: Say goodbye to the environmental impact
associated with printing and mailing. Digital signing gives
you the power to sign anytime, anywhere, from any device.
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No validation required
Provides evidence of a signer’s
acceptance/approval

•
•
•
•

Some validation required
Meets specific requirements for a
higher level of signer ID verification,
security, and tamper-sealing
Uniquely linked to signer
Capable of identifying signer
Qualifies for Adobe
Approved Trust List
Tamper-proof

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Rigorous validation
Meets Advanced digital
signature requirements and
backed by a Qualified certificate
Uniquely linked to signer
Signer identity verified
Stringent signer identification and
signer certificate requirements
Tamper-proof
Issued by a QTSP on the
EU Trusted List
Equal to a handwritten signature
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Signing your way
Empower your customers to digitally sign wherever,
whenever. Our all-in-one solution includes certificates,
technology, and automation options.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Users can sign on any device
Build workflows easily
Admins have central policy control
Detailed auditing and reporting
All signing actions recorded centrally
Options for 2FA
Web services for integration
Suitable for eSignature and eSealing (mass signing)
Hosted or on-premises options
Just a browser and a smart phone are needed
(no local software required)

Why sign with a certificate?
While an electronic signature is a symbol, a digital
signature offers the highest level of security.
Using a certificate:
•
•

Encrypts (or hashes) to guard the content
Locks the document so no changes can be made

•

Shows that the sender identity has been validated
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Mobile device with Go>Sign App:
• Mobile device embedded secure
Element (SE) holds the user's
authorization key pair
• User digitally signs the authorization
private key. This is known as the
Signature Activation Data (SAD)
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Who is DigiCert + QuoVadis?
DigiCert, the world’s leading provider of TLS/SSL, IoT, and PKI, acquired QuoVadis in January 2019. QuoVadis is a
Qualified Trust Service Provider (QTSP) in the EU and Switzerland, delivering 75 million digital transactions a year.
With our combined teams, customers can access solutions that are fully compliant with local practices
and regulations, complemented by best-in-class support and award-winning tools.

See how DigiCert + QuoVadis can help you deploy
digital document signing for your organization.
Contact our expert sales team to learn more:
www.quovadisglobal.com/signing-solutions/
or email pki_info@digicert.com
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